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All I Want from Santa - Lisa Jackson 
 

  
"The small town of Cascadia is home to Veronica Walsh and her young daughter, Amy. If Ronni still 
believed in Santa, she'd ask for a chance to buy the rundown old lodge next door and turn it into a B&B. 
Amy's Christmas wish list, on the other hand, includes one item that catches Ronni off-guard: a new daddy. 
But four years after losing her husband in a tragic accident, Ronni doesn't plan to get involved with anyone-
-least of all the lodge's new owner. Travis Keegan has moved from Seattle to get his wayward teenaged 
son back on track. Yet the moment he meets Ronni, he wonders if this could be the fresh start they all 
need. Healing from loss and melding their two families won't be easy, but Christmas in Cascadia has a 
magic that may just prove irresistible.".   

 

The Darkest Place – Phillip Margolin  

"Robin Lockwood is an increasingly prominent defense attorney in the Portland community. A Yale graduate 

and former MMA fighter, she's becoming known for her string of innovative and successful defense 

strategies. As a favor to a judge, Robin takes on the pro bono defense of a reprehensible defendant charged 

with even more reprehensible crimes. But what she doesn't know - what she can't know - is how this one 

decision, this one case, will wreak complete devastation on her life and plans. As she recovers from those 

consequences, Robin heads home to her small town of Elk Grove and the bosom of her family. As she tries 

to recuperate, a unique legal challenge presents itself - Marjorie Loman, a surrogate, is accused of 

kidnapping the baby she carried for another couple, and assaulting that couple in the process. There's no question that 

she committed these actions but that's not the same as being guilty of the crime. As Robin works to defend her client, she 

learns that Marjorie Loman has been hiding under a fake identity and is facing a warrant for her arrest for another, even 

more serious crime. And buried within the truth may once again be unexpected, deadly consequences." 

A Family Affair – Robyn Carr 

"Anna McNichol is at the peak of her career and ready to focus on her future. But when her husband dies 

suddenly, Anna's carefully constructed world falls apart. The mysterious young woman at the memorial 

service confirms her husband had been keeping secrets, and Anna is determined to get to the truth. For 

once, she doesn't have the answers. Her kids are struggling with their grief, her mother's health is in 

decline and Anna needs closure. Faced with one challenge after another, she finds support from an 

unexpected source. And as she puts her life back together, Anna realizes the McNichols may not be 

perfect but they'll always be family, and family is forever" 

Fear Thy Neighbor – Fern Michaels  

"At twenty-nine, Alison Marshall is ready to find a place to call home. When she reaches beautiful Palmetto 

Island, she thinks she may have found it. On a hunch, she contacts the island's only realtor, and learns that 

an old beach house is on the market. At first, home is everything she hoped it would be. But as days turn 

into weeks, she uncovers a dark side to this supposedly peaceful haven. The locals have a secret, and 

once Alison discovers what it is, she faces a stark choice. She can stay and join them--or escape. But 

leaving brings its own risks, and Alison is starting to wonder if coming to Palmetto Island is the last mistake 

she'll ever make".  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



High Stakes – Danielle Steel 

“Five successful women play for high stakes in their careers at a boutique literary and talent agency where 

newcomer Jane Addison quickly discovers there are damaging secrets hidden behind its doors. Jane 

Addison is an ambitious young woman with big dreams of owning her own company someday. At twenty-

eight, she arrives in New York to start a job at Fletcher and Benson, a prestigious talent agency. Eager to 

impress her new colleagues, Jane jumps right in as an assistant to Hailey West, one of the agents in the 

literary department. Hailey is dedicated to the authors she represents, but her home life is chaotic and 

challenging. After her husband's tragic and untimely death, she was left widowed with three children to 

raise on her own. Then there's Francine Rivers, the stern and accomplished head of the literary department. Also a single 

mom after her husband's affair with the nanny, she has overcome the resulting financial hardships, but only with 

unbearable sacrifice. Compared to Hailey and Francine, drama agent Allie Moore's life seems much more carefree and 

uncomplicated. She relishes her success and loves working with the talented actors they represent, until a passionate 

relationship with one of her rising star clients threatens to derail her career. Merriwether Jones is the CFO for the agency. 

She appears to have it all, beauty, success, and a perfect marriage until her husband's jealousy over her career threatens 

to blow everything up. Even though she's a newcomer, Jane quickly realizes that there are damaging secrets hidden 

behind the doors of Fletcher and Benson. As one of the youngest employees, she has the least power, but is also the 

least willing to accept things as they have been for years. When she puts everything on the line to right these wrongs, the 

consequences will leave no one unscathed.” 

Listening Still – Anne Griffin  

"Jeanie Masterson has a gift: she can hear the recently dead and give voice to their final wishes and 

revelations. Inherited from her father, this gift has enabled the family undertakers to flourish in their small 

Irish town. Yet she has always been uneasy about censoring some of the dead's last messages to the living. 

Unsure, too, about the choice she made when she left school seventeen years ago: to stay, or leave for a 

new life in London with her charismatic teenage sweetheart. So when Jeanie's parents unexpectedly 

announce their plan to retire, she is jolted out of her limbo." 

 

Meet Me In The Margins – Melissa Ferguson  

"Savannah Cade's dreams are coming true. The Claire Donovan, editor-in-chief of the most successful 

romance imprint in the country, has requested to see the manuscript Savannah's been secretly writing while 

working as an editor herself - except at her publishing house, the philosophy is only highbrow works are 

worth printing and commercial fiction, particularly romance, should be reserved for the lowest level of 

Dante's inferno. But when Savannah drops her manuscript during a staff meeting and nearly exposes 

herself to the whole company - including William Pennington, new publisher and son of the romance-

despising CEO herself - she races to hide her manuscript in the secret turret room of the old Victorian office. 

When she returns, she's dismayed to discover that someone has not only been in her hidden nook but has written notes 

in the margins - quite critical ones. But when Claire's own reaction turns out to be nearly identical to the scribbled remarks, 

and worse, Claire announces that Savannah has six weeks to resubmit before she retires, Savannah finds herself forced 

to seek the help of the shadowy editor after all. As their notes back and forth start to fill up the pages, however, Savannah 

finds him not just becoming pivotal to her work, but her life. There's no doubt about it. She's falling for her mystery editor. 

If she only knew who he was.” 

The Missing Piece - John Lescroart 
 
"No one mourned with DA Wes Farrell put Paul Riley in prison for the rape and murder of his girlfriend. And 
no one is happy to see him when he's released after uncovered evidence pinned the crime on someone 
else. In fact, Riley soon turns up murdered. To the cops, it's straightforward: the father of Riley's dead 
girlfriend killed the former prisoner. Farrell, now practicing law with Dismas Hardy, agrees to represent the 
defendant--Doug Rush--and is left in the dust when his client suddenly vanishes. The search takes PI Abe 
Glitsky through a hall of mirrors populated by wounded parents, crooked cops, cheating spouses, and 
vigilantes". 
 

 
 
 
 



Night Fall - Nancy Mehl  
 

“Alexandra "Alex" Donavan overcame her troubled upbringing and is now a member of the FBI's elite 
Behavioral Analysis Unit. When authorities in Kansas and Missouri contact them about bodies found on 
freight trains traveling across the country-- all killed in the same way-- she recognizes the graffiti messages 
the killer is leaving on the train cars. When the BAU sends her to gather information about the messages 
from her aunt in Wichita, Kansas, Alex must face how far she'll go-- and what she is willing to risk-- to put a 
stop to the Train Killer.”  
 
 

 
The Paris Betrayal - James R. Hannibal 

  
"After a rough mission in Rome involving the discovery of a devastating bioweapon, Company spy Ben Calix 
returns to Paris to find his perfectly ordered world has collapsed. A sniper attack. An ambush. A call for help 
that brings French SWAT forces down on his head. Ben is out. This is a severance - reserved for 
incompetents and traitors. Searching for answers and anticipating a coming attack, Ben and a woman swept 
up in his misfortunes must find the sniper who tried to kill him, the medic who saved his life, the 
schoolmaster who trained him, and an upstart hacker from his former team. More than that, Ben must come 
to grips with his own insignificance as the Company's plan to stop Leviathan from unleashing the bioweapon 
at any cost moves forward without him - and he struggles against the infection that is swiftly claiming 

territory within his own body." 
 
Present Danger - Elizabeth Goddard 

  
"Former FBI Special Agent Jack Tanner is working as a detective in Montana when he comes across a body 
in the national forest during a search and rescue mission. He's committed to finding the killer, even if it 
means working alongside his old flame, US Forest Service Special Agent Terra Connors. When Terra 
discovers that the murder victim had ties to a powerful and dangerous trafficker of archaeological artifacts, 
the investigation takes a deadly turn - one that hits too close to home. As Terra fears she lacks the courage 
to face what comes next, Jack is more determined than ever to protect her. But he's failed her before. If he 
fails this time, it will cost them far more than just their hearts." 
 

 
The Recovery Agent - Janet Evanovich 
 
  

"As a recovery agent, Gabriela Rose is hired by individuals and companies seeking lost treasures, stolen 
heirlooms, or missing assets. But Gabriela's latest job isn't for some billionaire, it's for her own family. 
Inspired by an old family legend, Gabriela sets off for the jungles of Peru in pursuit of the Seal of Solomon 
ring and the lost Treasure of Lima. But this particular job comes with a huge problem--Gabriela's ex-
husband, Rafer. It's Rafer who has the map that possibly points the way to the treasure. The two make a 
formidable team, and it's going to take a team to defeat the vicious drug lord who has also been searching 
for the fabled ring". 
 

 
A Relative Murder - Jude Deveraux 
 
  

"Sara Medlar's home is her refuge and she loves having her niece Kate and dear friend Jack Wyatt 
together under her roof. The Medlar Three, as they are known, have sworn off getting involved in any more 
murder investigations. But when Kate stumbles upon a dead body, the Medlar Three are back in the 
sleuthing game. Kate also has a charming new real estate client with a mysterious past. It doesn't take long 
to discover that the murder and the new man in town are somehow related. When the stranger's true 
identity is revealed, Sara fears she'll lose Kate and Jack forever. But family is family--even if you 
sometimes want to kill them". 
 

 
 

 

 



Robert Ludlum's The Treadstone Transgression - Joshua Hood 

"The most pressing issue on Adam Hayes's mind is planning his son's upcoming fifth birthday party. After 

years of operating in the world's most dangerous spots for Treadstone, he's ready to call it quits, but Levi 

Shaw, Treadstone's director, calls Hayes back for one more mission. "It's a walk in the park. You don't even 

have to go in with the strike team. I just need you to set up the safe house. You'll be home in time to pick up 

the birthday cake." But when the mission is blown, only Hayes is left alive, and everyone, it seems, is 

determined to correct that oversight". 

 

A Safe House - Stuart Woods 
 

"Stone Barrington is looking forward to some quiet time in New York City, until he is asked to transport 
precious, top-secret cargo across the Atlantic. Taking on the challenge, Stone flies off unaware of what--or 
who--he is bringing with him. But his plans to lie low are quickly spoiled when a dangerous dispatcher 
tracks down Stone and his tantalizing mystery guest, intent on payback--and silencing anyone who poses a 
threat. From the English countryside to the balmy beaches of Key West, Stone is on an international 
mission to hide and protect those closest to him". 
 

 

Sister Stardust - Jane Green 
 
"Claire grew up in a small town, far from the glamor of London. On the cusp of adulthood, she yearns for 
the adventure and independence of a counterculture taking root across the world. When she's offered the 
chance to start anew in Morocco, in a palace where famous artists and musicians have been known to 
visit, she seizes the chance. Arriving in Marrakesh, she's quickly swept up in a world of music, drugs, and 
communal living. And Tabitha Getty, socialite wife of a famous oil heir, seems to preside over the whole 
scene. As Claire is pulled into her orbit, the realities of Tabitha's existence set off a chain of dangerous 
events that could alter Claire's life forever". 
 

 
What Happened to the Bennetts - Lisa Scottoline 
 

  
"Jason Bennett is driving his family home after his daughter's lacrosse game when a pickup truck begins 
tailgating them. Two men jump from the pickup and pull guns on Jason, demanding the car. Later that 
night, Jason and his family receive a visit from the FBI. The agents tell them that the carjackers were 
members of a dangerous drug-trafficking organization. The agents advise the Bennetts to enter the witness 
protection program, and they have no choice but to agree. Taken from all they know, the Bennetts begin to 
fall apart at the seams. Then Jason learns a shocking truth and realizes that he has to take matters into his 
own hands".  
 

 


